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 i g  h  l  i  g  h  t  s

Nd-Fe-B  magnets  show  time-dependent  transition  from  ferromagnetic  square-like  to  superparamagnetic  loops  upon  corrosion.
The  changes  in  the hysteretic  and  thermomagnetic  behaviour  of  Nd-Fe-B  are  related  to the  formation  of hydride  phases.
SmCo  magnets  feature  changes  of  the  coercive  field  but  not  of the  intrinsic  hysteretic  properties  due  to  hydrides  formation.
AlNiCo  magnets  feature  negligible  deviations  in  remanence  and  saturation  magnetization.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Remote  and  non-destructive  monitoring  of  the  stability  and  performance  of  Engineered  Barrier  Systems
for Geological  Disposal  Facility  of  is gaining  considerable  importance  in  establishing  the  safety  cases
for  Higher  Activity  Wastes  disposal.  This  study  offers  an innovative  use  of mineral  magnetism  for  mon-
itoring  groundwater  saturation  of the  barrier.  Four  mixtures  of  permanent  magnets  (Nd-Fe-B,  coated
and  uncoated;  SmCo  and  AlNiCo)  and  bentonite  were  reacted  for 4, 8 and  12 months  with  mildly-saline,
high-pH  leachates,  representing  the fluids  saturating  a time-evolved  engineered  barrier.  Coupled  hystere-
ngineered barrier systems
d-Fe-B
mCo
lNiCo

sis  and  thermomagnetic  analyses  demonstrate  how  Nd-Fe-B  feature  a time-dependent  transition  from
square-like  ferromagnetic  to  superparamagnetic  loop  via  pot-bellied  and  wasp-waist  loops,  whereas
SmCo  and AlNiCo  do  not  show  so  extensive  corrosion-related  variations  of  the  intrinsic  and  extrinsic
magnetic  properties.  This  study  allowed  to  identify  magnetic  materials  suitable  for  shorter-  (Nd-Fe-B)

nd  Al
ublis
entonite and  longer-term  (SmCo  a
© 2017  The  Authors.  P

. Introduction

One of the essential features of Geological Disposal Facility
GDF) concepts for the disposal of high-level radioactive waste in
he deep sub-surface is the protection of radioactive waste canis-
ers from corrosion in order to avoid or at least minimise the release
f radionuclides into the near-field environment and beyond. To
chieve this most Waste Management Organisations (WMOs) have
eveloped safety cases based on the cumulative properties of multi-
arrier systems composed by the waste canister, a bentonite sleeve

round the canister with a thickness around 1 m and finally the
eosphere itself.

∗ Corresponding author.
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The performance of the clay-based backfill material is a crucial
factor to establish the safety case for the deep underground nuclear
waste disposal; the backfill material should maintain its peculiar
physico-chemical-mechanical characteristics, like very low poros-
ity and hydraulic conductivity, through time.

However, the bentonite buffer will undergo mineralogical
transformations that will affect its physio-chemical-mechanical
properties because of interaction with hyperalkaline leachates
coming from cementiferous backfill, Fe enrichment in the vicinities
of the canister or ingress of groundwaters rich in potassium.

Monitoring of the GDF and its constituent parts is recognised
internationally as being critical to decision-making during phased
or staged disposal of radioactive waste [1,2]. Monitoring, via contin-
uous or periodic observation and measurement, of the key thermal,

mechanical, chemical and hydrological parameters of a GDF is not
only required in order to evaluate the behaviour of the reposi-
tory system and performance of the barriers in relation to their

nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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afety functions, but also to build and sustain public confidence in
eological disposal [1–4].

Whilst the need for pre-construction and operational monitor-
ng of a GDF is fully accepted by all WMOs  and national programmes
n accord with the requirements of the IAEA [3,5], the need for post-
losure monitoring has until recently been questioned. One reason
or this is that closure of a GDF would only occur once it is deemed,
n the basis of all the pre- and operational monitoring coupled with
orward modelling, to meet the standards required for post-closure
afety.

As discussed in a previously published paper by Harley et al.
ost of the tested monitoring techniques require a power source

o operate and their ability to monitor the useful parameters for
he Engineered Barrier System (EBS) evolution is limited.

Hence, Harley et al. developed an alternative approach to in-situ
onitoring of any bentonite-based EBS using magnetic materials;

he concept underpinned in that study was on utilizing fluid-
nduced changes in the intrinsic magnetic properties of natural and
ynthetic materials to monitor the migration and recharge of fluids
nto the EBS of a bentonite-buffered GDF for high level waste.

This work represents a further refinement of the experiment
escribed by Harley et al. [6], with the magnets/bentonite samples
eacted in an environment considered being closer to the condi-
ions of a time-evolved EBS. This paper investigates the effects of
he corrosion process on the magnetic properties of the embed-
ed magnets only; the evolution of the bentonite matrix will be

nvestigated in another publication.

. Literature review

Over the past few decades research on the development of new
ermanent magnets has been promoted by the singular importance
f these materials for a vast range of industrial and civil applica-
ions, ranging from informatics to medical technologies and space
ndustry; these synthetic magnets are gaining even more impor-
ance with the increasing quest to increase renewable energy in
lobal electricity production.

.1. Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets

Research on corrosion studies of Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets
as increased in importance in the light of increasing demand of
lectric engines for fuel-free cars, turbines for windfarms and green
nergy power plants. Corrosion kinetics and their dependence on
emperature and environmental conditions (especially in humid
nvironments) have been extensively studied [7–11]. However, less
ork has been done on the corrosion in wet environments and in

aturated and unsaturated soils.
The tetragonal Nd-Fe-B alloy structure has a high uniaxial

agnetocrystalline anisotropy, which gives the compound a high
esistance to demagnetization and a very high saturation mag-
etization. In an Nd-Fe-B alloy three phases can be defined: the
atrix is made of a ferromagnetic tetragonal Nd2Fe14B phase (�-

hase) and is surrounded by intergranular regions containing a
eodymium-rich phase (�-phase) Nd5Fe2B6 [12–15] and a B-rich
hase (�) Nd1+xFe4B4 [16,17]

Several studies relate the corrosion properties of these alloys
ith the magnets microstructure [7–9,18], and others point out

he important role played by hydrogen [16,19–21]. The corrosion
f Nd-Fe-B magnets can cause a worsening of their magnetic prop-

rties, loss of mechanical properties, and sometimes disaggregation
f the magnets to fine powders. These effects are mainly related to
he presence of the multiple phases within the magnet and their
ompletely different electrochemical properties.
s Materials 341 (2018) 28–35 29

Sugimoto et al. [22] studied the corrosion rates of the three
phases in a neutral borate-boric acid buffered solution and found
that these increase from the �-phase to the �-phase. This means
that the �- and subsequentely the �-phase dissolve preferentially,
resulting in localized intergranular corrosion, which continues until
the �-phase grains break apart, creating a disaggregated powder
[18]. The �-phase on the surface of the magnets reacts with water
vapour and oxygen in a hot, humid atmosphere with hydrogen
generated from the decomposition of water vapour reacting with
the Nd [17]. The volume expansion of the �-phase along the grain
boundaries results in the dislodgement or exfoliation of the grains
of the �-phase, which form separate powderized granules [18]. One
of the main causes of loss of coercive field in Nd-Fe-B magnets
is regarded to be hydrogen absorption by the �-phase [19], and
the hydrogen decrepitation and corrosion which takes place in the
Nd-Fe-B alloys has been attributed to the formation of hydrides
[23]. Only few papers have investigated the correlation between
the hydrogenation process and corrosion [16,21].

2.2. SmCo permanent magnets

Sintered Samarium Cobalt magnets (SmCo) were the first of
the Rare Earth permanent magnet family. RE2TM17 (Rare-Earth
Element and Transition Metal) type magnets originated from the
investigation of R2(Co, Fe)17 alloys in 1972 [24]. Commercial SmCo
magnets have a standard formula Sm2(Co, Fe, Cu, Zr)17 but they are
divided into two  grades [25].

The microstructure of the Sm2Co17 alloys has been extensively
characterised by several authors [26–28]. It consists of Sm2Co17
cells of the order of 100 nm in size surrounded by boundaries of
SmCo5, and penetrated by thin Zr-rich lamellae perpendicular to
the c-axis. On a larger scale, this structure is divided into equigran-
ular grains approximately 40–50 �m across and interspersed with
2–5 �m particles of Sm oxide formed during alloy production [29].

Pragnell et al. [29] heated two grades af SmCo magnets (one
standard grade and one “high temperature” grade) at temper-
atures between 300 and 600 ◦C, for up to 1000 h at the lower
temperatures and up to 350 h for the highest temperatures. Both
SmCo grades exhibited two  main oxidation processes. A thin oxide
scale formed on the exterior surface of the alloy and an internal
reaction zone was found to grow into the substrate; the exter-
nal oxide layer was highly adherent with no tendency to spall
and a thickness of no more than 10–15 �m after 300 h at 600 ◦C.
Based on the EDX element mapping in conjunction with XRD
measurements the outermost oxide was  found to be CuO, with a
thin layer of Co3O4 just below it. The thickest corrosion-produced
layer, just above the underlying alloy, was  CoFe2O4. The oxides
appeared to be layered in order of their thermodynamic stability
(i.e. CuO/Co3O4/CoFe2O4)[29].

2.3. AlNiCo permanent magnets

Alnico magnets were developed in the 1930′s and were the
first “Real” performance permanent magnets. McCaig [30] used the
term Al-Ni-Co to describe all permanent magnets based on the Al-
Ni-Fe system. The commercial grade AlNiCo magnets have these
main elements percentages by weight: Aluminium 6–13%, Nickel
13–26%, Cobalt 0–42%, Copper 2–6%, Titanium 0–9%, Niobium 0–3%
and balancing Iron (30–40%). Their magnetic anisotropy and con-
sequently coercive field are due to shape anisotropy arising from a
dedicated columnar microstructure favoured by the metallurgical

process. AlNiCo permanent magnets are considered being very sta-
ble and usually do not require protective coating, unless exposed
to salt water or strong alkali solutions because they contain some
free elemental iron and so may  be prone to surface corrosion.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the ex
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ig. 2. Post-extraction picture of the corroded uncoated NdFeB magnets still
ncased in the bentonite matrix. Tip of the scalpel used as a reference.

. Materials and methods

This experiment was designed to deliver chemical boundary
onditions similar to those expected in a time-evolved GDF. Dif-
erent mixtures of powderized MX80 bentonite (a clay belonging
o the smectite group) and permanent magnets were reacted with a
igh-pH mildly saline solution (0.27 M NaCl solution reacted with
irex Reference Vault Backfill (NRVB) cement [31] to produce a

eachate with pH between 12 and 12.5) for different times at 70 ◦C.
he solution reservoirs were purged with nitrogen gas to guarantee

eaching of the cement in dysoxic conditions and the resultant solu-
ion was circulated through the reaction stacks with a multi-head
eristaltic pump with a flow rate of 3 mL/min.

In the experiments three kind of permanent magnets were used

Grade N42 Nd-Fe-B permanent magnets (Ni-Cu-Ni coated and
non-coated).
Grade SmCo26 (Sm2Co17-type) non-coated.
Grade 5 AlNiCo permanent magnets, non-coated.
The reaction cells (Fig. 1) were based on a design similar to the
ransport cells developed by Fernandez et al., [32] and reaction cells
eveloped by Fernandez et al., [33]. In a stack, each cell of the four
as connected to the following by a fluid advection system. The
perimental set-up.

bentonite/magnet mixture was sitting in a reaction vessel made of
Delrin

®
homopolymer and covered with a porous sinter glass disc

and exposed on its upper surface to the alkaline solution and was
allowed to interact with the solution by diffusive processes only.
The reaction vessels were stacked one above each other in order
to allow the solution to circulate from the top to the bottom vessel
and then to be recycled in the water reservoir (Fig. 1).

Three stacks of four vessels (containing coated Nd-Fe-B,
uncoated Nd-Fe-B, SmCo and AlNiCo magnets respectively) were
prepared for extraction after different periods (4, 8 and 12 months).
One of the SmCo experiments was  aborted after 5 months due to a
failure of the sealing system of the cell.

The materials (raw and reacted) were characterised for Curie
Points and magnetization analysis. For the thermomagnetic mea-
surements, a home-made Faraday type balance was  used; the
magnetic field used was less than 0.1 T. The thermomagnetic mea-
surements were performed with a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min on
powder samples the measurements have been carried out from
room temperature up to 900 ◦C (Nd-Fe-B) and 1000 ◦C (SmCo and
AlNiCo). A sample of 50–100 mg  was sealed under vacuum in a
small silica tube in order to prevent oxidation of the sample during
heating.

The magnetization measurements of the SmCo type magnets
have been performed in magnetic field up to 10T using the extrac-
tion method in an homemade experimental set up that has been
described elsewhere [34]. The saturation magnetization MS was
determined through extrapolation from the M vs. 1/H plot, with
the law of approach to saturation used for the fit of the curve.

A similar equipment running in temperature ranges from 200 to
850 K and magnetic field up to 7T has been used for other series of
compounds exhibiting less magnetic anisotropy and coercitivities.

Nd-Fe-B magnets were also characterised using Powder X-ray
Diffraction; the samples were mixed with pure reagent grade ger-
manium [16] and then scanned with the following parameters
22−85◦2�, 0.01 step size and 4 s step time using a Bruker D8
advance with Sol-X Energy dispersive detector. Semi quantitative

analysis were performed using Bruker DIFFRAC·EVA software using
structural files downloaded from the CDS-RCS (national Chemical
Database Service − Royal Society of Chemistry) online database.
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Fig. 3. Hysteresis loops of coated Nd-Fe-B samples (A) and uncoated Nd-Fe-B samples (B).

Table 1
List of hysteretic properties and Curie temperatures of the Nd-Fe-B samples. Two  of the samples of the uncoated Nd-Fe-B failed the thermomagnetic analysis. One (12 months)
exploded during the experiment and the other (4 months) showed complete loss of thermomagnetic properties above RT.

Duration (months) Weight (gr) Coercive field (T) Remanent specific
magn. (A*m2)/kg

Specific saturation
magn. (A*m2)/kg

TC (◦C)

Raw 0.3172 1.2 145.3 152.83 310

Coated 4  0.3190 1.1 84 131.03 310 (330)
8  0.3189 1.1 117.5 149.57 310 (330)
12  0.3189 0.61 65.8 135.46 350

Uncoated 4  0.2196 0.1 12.9 87.9 not measured
8  0.2465 0 0 96.95 380
12  0.2356 0 0 121.39 not measured

Table 2
results of the semi-quantitative analysis on the composition of the main magnetic phase. Values expressed in percentage and normalised to 100%.

Duration (months) Nd2Fe14B Nd2Fe14BH2 Nd2Fe14BH3 Nd2Fe14BH5

Raw 100 0 0 0

Coated 4  84 0 8 8
8  89 7 3 1
12  79 9 8 4

4

d
w
(
m
p

4

N
f
1
s

Uncoated 4  30 

8  42 

12  19 

. Experimental results

At the time of the extraction, the four kind of magnets showed
ifferent corrosion characteristics: the uncoated Nd-Fe-B magnets
ere extremely fragile and coated by black-coloured precipitates

Fig. 2) and disaggregated steadily during separation from the clay
atrix, whereas the other magnets were all intact and showed

resence of dark-grey or orange-coloured precipitates.

.1. Nd-Fe-B magnets

The results of the magnetization measurements on the coated

d-Fe-B samples show square-like hysteresis loops typical of per-

ormant hard magnet with a decreasing coercive field from 4 to
2 months (Fig. 3A). This decrease is related to the formation of
oft magnetic phases. The loops feature also a progressive inden-
5 62 3
8 46 4
71 0 10

tation at low field applied, with a progressive evolution from a
pot-bellied to a wasp-waisted loop. From the data shown in Table 1,
the reacted samples show a significant decrease in remanent spe-
cific magnetization (from 145 to 65.8 A*m2/kg) and a very low
variation in saturation magnetization. However, this decrease does
not appear to be time-related, considering that the sample reacted
for 8 months has higher values than the other two, but related to
a different amount of Nd-Fe-B hydrides (Table 2). This is related to
different amounts of neo-formed, corrosion-related soft-magnetic
phases. Contrarily, coercive field shows a progressive decrease from
1.2 T to 0.6 T.

The transition from a square-like ferromagnetic loop to the pot-

bellied loop (after 4 and 8 months, as visible in the second quadrant
of the hysteresis loops in Fig. 3A) remarks the presence of two mag-
netic phases, a soft magnetic phase (possibly NdFeB hydride whose
magnetization reversal occurs at low magnetic field) and a hard
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Fig. 4. Thermomagnetic curves of the coated (B) and uncoated (C) Nd-Fe-B samples reacted for 8 months compared with the starting N42 Nd-Fe-B material (A).
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ig. 5. XRPD traces of raw and corroded coated and uncoated Nd-Fe-B magnets. Pe

ne (Nd2Fe14B) with larger coercive field. The transition to a wasp-
aist loop after 12 months is indicative of superposition of two

ysteresis loops of ferromagnetic materials with different coercive
elds [35] (the initial hard �-phase and a corrosion-related softer

erromagnetic Nd-Fe-B hydride).
Magnetization measurements on the uncoated Nd-Fe-B sam-

les produced results coherent with the results shown in a previous
esearch [6]. The uncoated samples feature a sharp transition from

 high-coercive fields square-type loop of the raw N42 Nd-Fe-B to
he loops typical of soft magnetic materials (Fig. 3B) of the samples
eacted for more than 4 months, with zero coercive field and rema-
ent specific magnetization. The sample reacted for four months

eatures a wasp-bellied loop, with very low coercive field and rema-
ent specific magnetization; the frequent indentations of the loop,
uggest that this sample might have a complex mineralogy of the
erromagnetic component, with more than one phase, typically two

oupled ferromagnetic phases with different coercive fields, and
he soft magnetic phase as main component. In the uncoated sam-
les, however, the contribution from mixed grain sizes [36] may
lay a considerable role together with the mineralogy. The samples
elling after [45]. Experiments performed using copper wavelength (0.15418 nm).

subjected to a longer exposure (8 and 12 months) feature hysteresis
loops typical of soft magnetic materials, with a vanished coercive
field.

The trend of the saturation magnetization (Table 1) from the
sample reacted for four months may  indicate that the amount of
the neo-formed soft magnetic phases increased with time.

The results of the thermomagnetic analysis (Table 1) on the
coated Nd-Fe-B show a progressive increase of the Curie tempera-
ture from 310 ◦C to 350 ◦C. The samples reacted for 4 and 8 months
feature two Curie points, one at 310 ◦C and one at 330 ◦C (Fig. 3),
to testify the presence of another magnetic phase, likely a Nd-Fe-B
hydride [37]. Among the uncoated Nd-Fe-B samples only one could
be analysed and gave a temperature of 380 ◦C (Fig. 3), consistent
with an Nd2Fe14BH2-3 phase [37] or a complex mixture of Nd-Fe-B
hydrides.

The uncoated Nd-Fe-B sample reacted for four months was

affected by the explosion of the sealed silica ampoule upon heat-
ing at high temperature during the thermomagnetic measurement;
this explosion most probably reflects the release of hydrogen from
the Nd-Fe-B phase inducing large increase of the gas pressure.
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Fig. 6. Hysteresis loops of the raw and reacted SmCo magnets (A) and AlNiCo magnets (B).
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Fig. 7. Thermomagnetic curves of the characterised unreac

The comparison between the thermomagnetic curves (Fig. 4)
llows to differentiate the response of the materials from the raw
aterial; the coated magnet (Fig. 4B) features two Curie points and

ncreasing magnetization during heating with consequent Curie
oint at 790 ◦C. This is caused by formation of �-Fe upon irreversible
ransformation of the Nd-Fe-B hydride, which is decomposed in
d-rich phases and �-Fe. The uncoated Nd-Fe-B sample (Fig. 3C)

eatures complete irreversibility of the thermomagnetic curve,
hich testifies the metastability of the corroded material upon

eating. The observed drop of the magnetic signal at 790 ◦C coin-
ides with the Curie transition of the �-Fe.

X Ray Powder Diffraction analysis confirm that the corrosion
rocess affected both the coated and uncoated magnets. A signifi-
ant shift of the diffraction peaks to lower 2� angles is registered for
he uncoated magnets (Fig. 5), consistent with an increasing volume
f the unit cell by hydrogen insertion within the interstitial sites of
he main phase (�-phase); the traces of the coated magnets fea-
ure a smaller shift but also exhibit the presence of reduced peak
ntensity and peak symmetry (Fig. 4).

XRPD semi-quantitative analysis on the run samples show that
ncoated Nd-Fe-B magnets develop great quantities of hydrides,

hich become predominant in the samples. The coated Nd-

e-B samples feature dominant unreacted �-phase and variable
mounts of hydrides, with a maximum in the 12 months reacted
ample.
Co26 (A) and the SmCo sample reacted for 12 months (B).

4.2. SmCo magnets

Magnetization analysis on the corroded SmCo magnets returned
hysteresis loops closely resembling the starting material (Fig. 6A).
Remanent specific magnetization and Saturation magnetization
values (Table 3) are constant at 99 and 102.3 A*m2/kg respectively.
The coercive field values Hc show slight deviations from the raw
starting sample (Hc = 2.5 T) for the sample reacted for 5 months
(Hc = 2.45 T) and for the sample reacted for 12 months (Hc = 2.85 T
with a clear indentation at 2.3 T).

The thermomagnetic curve of the 12-months reacted sample
(Fig. 7B) shows the presence of two  Curie points, one at 825 ◦C, cor-
responding to the main SmCo magnetic phase (as in the unreacted
sample in Fig. 7A), and one at 960 ◦C. Larger Curie temperature
is indicative of a larger Co content in the compound. The sam-
ple reacted for 5 months shows a secondary Curie temperature at
930 ◦C (Table 3). The secondary phase is likely metastable upon
heating, and transforms to a more stable phase with a Curie tem-
perature at 900 ◦C (cooling curve in Fig. 7B). The intrinsic magnetic
parameters (remanent specific and saturation magnetization) are
not sensitive, but the extrinsic parameter (coercive field) appears

to be related to this secondary phase.

Based on the data available, the identification of these sec-
ondary, corrosion-related phase resulted a non-trivial case. A
similar magnetic behaviour was  observed by Isnard et al. [38] and
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Table 3
List of hysteretic properties and Curie temperatures of the SmCo samples. In brackets the Curie temperatures of the accessory corrosion-related magnetic phases are presented.

Duration (months) Weight (gr) Coercive field (T) Remanent specific
magn. (A*m2)/kg

Specific saturation
magn. (A*m2)/kg

TC (◦C)

Raw 0.2937 2.5 99 102.3 825

Reacted 4  0.4170 2.5 99 102.3 825 (960)
5  0.3563 2.45 99 102.3 825 (930)
12  0.3521 2.85 99 102.3 825 (960)

Table 4
List of hysteretic properties and Curie temperatures of the AlNiCo samples.

Duration (months) Weight (gr) Coercive field (T) Remanent specific
magn. (A*m2)/kg

Specific saturation
magn. (A*m2)/kg

TC (◦C)

Raw 0.7320 0.065 44.8 163 860

a
E
H
S
f
h
s

4

r
n
i
n

5

t
m
m
i
o

•

•

•

Reacted 4  0.7352 0.065 

8  0.7425 0.065 

12  0.7433 0.065 

n increase of TC upon insertion of H, N or C in R2M17 (R = Rare
arth Element, M = transition metal) was observed by Kianvash &
arris [39], Isnard et. al [40,41], Gubbens et al. [42] Kou et al. [43]
un et al. [44]. Hence, the authors regard this corrosion-related
erromagnetic phase as being consistent with the presence of a
ydrogen-decrepitated Sm2(Fe,Co)17-type phase together with the
tarting Sm2(Fe, Co)17 magnetic phase.

.3. AlNiCo magnets

Magnetization analysis on the AlNiCo magnets do not show any
elevant change in the hysteresis loops (Fig. 6B). The values of rema-
ent specific magnetization do not deviate significantly from the

nitial raw material, and same applies for saturation magnetization;
o changes occur to the thermomagnetic curves (Table 4).

. Discussion

Following the previous paper by Harley et al. [6], the magnetiza-
ion and thermomagnetic analysis on the three reacted permanent

agnets and the comparison with the properties of the starting
aterials allowed to classify the magnets on their reactivity and

dentify potential candidates for short- and long-term monitoring
f the EBS under the conditions explored in this paper:

Weakly reactive magnet: the grade AlNiCo5 permanent magnet,
even after 12 months continuous reaction featured only small
deviations of remanent specific and saturation specific magne-
tization from the starting material. No changes in coercive field
or thermomagnetic behaviour occurred.
Moderately reactive magnet: the SmCo magnets did not show
significant variations of the hysteretic parameters, but the ther-
momagnetic analyses uncovered an ongoing reaction leading to
the formation of a secondary corrosion-related phase, that the
authors believe being a hydrogen-decrepitated ferromagnetic
high-coercive field Sm2M17-type phase.
Highly reactive magnet: the grade N42 Nd-Fe-B magnets offered
exceptional results either for the non-coated or coated samples.
All the samples featured clear variation of the hysteretic proper-
ties after only four months, with the uncoated Nd-Fe-B showing
a transition from hard magnetic to soft magnetic behaviour and
the coated Nd-Fe-B a progressive time-dependent decrease in

the coercive field and remanent specific magnetization. XRPD
analysis showed that the corroded main magnetic phase was
characterised by a shift of diffraction peaks towards lower diffrac-
tion angles, indicative of an increasing cell volume, probably due
40.8 153.76 860
42.7 159.86 860
43.7 157.54 860

to hydrogen absorption. The corrosion process led to the forma-
tion of neo-formed softer magnetic materials (as shown by the
trend of saturation magnetization) but was not possible to iden-
tify these phases through magnetic or XRPD analysis because
these phases are likely nanoparticulates and/or amorphous.

6. Conclusions

Under the conditions tested in this work, Nd-Fe-B permanent
magnets are steadily corroded by alkaline solutions in bentonite
matrix, so they may  offer a reliable real-time monitoring of water
saturation of the EBS. SmCo magnets showed lower corrosion
effects but formation of corrosion-related phases was found, to
indicate that, under these conditions, their corrosion kinetics are
significantly lower than Nd-Fe-B, but they could be useful for
longer-term monitoring or ingression of highly aggressive solutions
(eg. More saline solutions or brines).

Under the condition and the timescales here explored, AlNiCo
magnets did not show appreciable changes in their hysteretic prop-
erties, although they, as like as SmCo, could be used for long-term
monitoring of ingress of more aggressive solutions.

These results here represent a further refinement of the work
undertaken by Harley et al. [6] and confirm that the magnetic mon-
itoring is a reliable and safe alternative to the traditional monitoring
methodologies.
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